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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

  This chapter presents the background of study, statement of the 

problems, the purpose of the study, the significance of the study, the scope and 

limitation, and the definition of the key terms. 

 

1.1 The Background of the Study 

Literature is one of the courses that has to be taken by the students of English 

Department at University of Muhammadiyah Malang. Literature consists of drama, 

prose and poetry. Most of the students do not like those subjects because they think 

that literature is difficult to understand and it deals with creativity and imagination. 

Other students say literature is not necessary to learn since it has nothing to do with 

real life. 

Actually, if the students like literature and study well, they will get many 

advantages. It will give them information, knowledge, new experience about human 

daily life that they do not know. As human beings, we need entertainment to make us 

better and get satisfaction. Entertainment can be taken from many kinds of product of 

literature, such as watching TV or movie, listening to music, or reading novel. 

According to DiYanni (2004:1), “Many people read literature for pleasure. Many 

others read literary works mainly to satisfy academic requirement.”  

We can find variation purposes why people read and write about literature. 

Some writers do it for professional reasons, like as book reviewers, as scholars and as 

teachers. According to DiYanni (2004:10), writing about literary works encourages 
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us to read it attentively, also stimulates thinking, and we can discover what we think 

about literary works. Thus, writing provides opportunities for us to express our views 

about the ideas and values in literary works.  

According to Beaty et.al.(2002:xxvii),“literature is creative writing.” It is 

important in our life because it is one of the ways of human beings express their ideas 

and feelings. Literature expresses a series of happening of human life such as their 

problems, struggle, and conflict of life. It also describes human beings’ thought, 

feeling, behavior, and attitudes.  

Moreover, according to Soepadjar (2000: 54), literary work is defined as a 

media or way to express or view toward the condition around human feeling, such as; 

politic, economic, social, and culture. Human being and literary work is one unity 

which cannot be separated each other. It clearly describes that literary works is a part 

of human culture produced by human beings. 

Generally, there are several kinds of literary works in written forms and they 

can be elaborated into deep analysis, namely; drama, poetry and novel. Drama 

contains of setting, plot, character, and theme. According to Beaty, et al (2002: 1016), 

drama or plays are generally written to be performed-by actors, on a stage, for an 

audience. Thus, according to DiYanni (2004: 897), drama, unlike the other literary 

genres, is a staged art. Plays are written to be performed by actors before an audience. 

Furthermore, drama develops every period. One of the drama’s developments 

which has great influence to the public interest is film (Schmidt, Bogarad, and 

Crockett, 2006). Nowadays, film is to be an important art form, a source of popular 
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entertainment and powerful method for educating society. Films are created by 

specific culture which reflects those cultures.  

Furthermore, Film is a form of entertainment that makes a story by sound and 

a sequence of images giving the illusion of continuous movement (www.dictionary 

.die.net: February 20, 2012). It also has a story that is written and to be acted for an 

audience, but film has a screen as the media and the audience cannot see the actors 

immediately (Taufik, 2010). 

Cook (2007: 87) defines movies (also known as films or motion pictures) as a 

type of communication which uses moving pictures and sound to tell stories or help 

people learn about new ideas. People in every part of the world watch films that tell 

stories as a type of entertainment; a way to have fun. Most films are made so that they 

can be shown on big screens at cinemas or movie theaters. It is clearly explained that 

film is the easy media of literary work that not only gives us many information and 

knowledge from many kinds of human characters in certain time but also it can be an 

entertainment to the audience. 

Film types are the form, categories, group, and classification of the film. Film 

is divided into eleven types, those are; action, adventure, comedy, crime & gangsters, 

drama, epics/historical, horror, musical (dance), science fiction, war (anti-war), and 

western film. (Dirks, 2012)  

Films are made to entertain and convey messages to audiences. The 

filmmakers often have a mission in the films that they make. They often insert 

conflict and new experience into the film so that audiences can learn from it. Every 

interaction in human always involves conflict because we have different goal, way of 
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life, and way of thinking with others. It is also supported by Tarigan (1984:134) that 

conflict is a struggle completely to resolve all kinds of difficulties for searching his 

purpose. 

 According to Jones (in Hartiningsih: 2001:26), social conflict is a conflict 

which is related to the social condition. It can be conflict between one person and 

another. Moreover, people life cannot be separated from conflicts which happen in all 

aspect of family, school, society, country, etc. In addition, it is important to know 

what cause and effect of social conflicts toward our life also how we react toward 

conflicts and solve the conflict. 

In this study, the writer chooses movie to be analyzed because she assumes 

that movie is one of the interesting media of literary work that gives us many 

advantages, such as; we get the lesson or message from film, also information, 

experience, and new knowledge from human’s life.  

Some students of English Department of University Muhammadiyah Malang 

have already analyzed literary works. In the previous research, Faidah (2011), who 

focused on Isabella Swan’s social conflict in the novel “Twilight”, found that there 

were two factors can cause social conflict. They were social communication factor 

and personal factor. Social communication factor includes differences in 

interpretation, different perception, poor listening, sufficient in sharing information. 

Personal factors include thing such as an individual self-esteem, their personal goals 

or purpose, and needs. Also, based on the result analysis, she found the effect of 

social conflict especially on main character’s personality, like; fear, anger, guilty, and 

sadness. 
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 There were still many researchers who analyzed social conflict in film or 

novel, whereas it is very interesting to be analyzed. Nowadays, many people do not 

know how to face and find the best solution for their conflict. They usually do not 

aware about the cause and effect of their conflict, especially social conflict. Social 

conflict can happen every time and with everyone. Therefore, it is very important for 

the writer to conduct a further analysis about social conflict in order to know more 

detail about the causes and effects of social conflict.  

The explanation above is the reason why the writer wants to analyze “The 

Freedom Writers” film. It is an interesting story that has good quality to be analyzed. 

This film is based on the true story faced by an English teacher and it shows how 

school life is. Furthermore, it reflects the life in senior high school with all 

differences of ethnic and background of family among the students and how the 

teacher handled and faced some conflicts, especially social conflict. It is expected to 

give new insight and important lesson to the audience about social conflict that may 

occur in human’s life. Also, this movie can give inspiration for all teachers in the 

world. 

1.2 Statement of the Problems 

Based on the background, the problems of this study are stated as follows:  

1. What are the social conflicts faced by Erin Gruwell as a main character in “The 

Freedom Writers” movie? 

2. What are the causes of the social conflict faced by Erin Gruwell? 

3. What are the effects of the social conflict toward her life? 
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1.3 The Purpose of the Study 

Based on the statements of the problem above, the purpose of the study are:  

1. To know social conflict faced by Erin Gruwell as a main character in “The 

Freedom Writers” movie. 

2. To know the causes of social conflicts faced by Erin Gruwell in “The Freedom 

Writers” movie. 

3. To know the causes of social conflicts toward her life. 

1.4 The significance of the Study 

Every kinds of study has own significance. From this study, the writer hopes 

that this study will bring some significances. 

First of all, it is for English Department students. It is hoped this study will be 

able to help the readers in analyzing literature especially film and this study may 

provide helpful as one of reference for the further researchers who are interested in 

conducting the study in the same field. 

Secondly, it is for the readers. This study will provide description of how 

important understanding social conflict that will happen in human’s life is.  Also, the 

readers can use it to learn and understand about the effect and causes of social 

conflict. So they can choose the best solution if the conflict occurs. 

Finally, it is for the teachers and lecturers. The writer also hopes, the result of 

this study will encourage the teachers or the lecturers to use film as one of material in 

teaching activity in order that the students’ knowledge and motivation toward 

literature especially film improve. 
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  1.5The scope and Limitation 

 The scope of this research is the conflict. There are many conflicts that can be 

found in this movie, such as psychological, social, and physical conflict. From those 

conflicts, the writer is interested in analyzing the main characters’ social conflict. The 

writer focused on social conflict because this kind of conflict is more dominant than 

other conflict. Therefore, the writer limits this research only on the main character’s 

social conflict. 

1.6 The Definition of the Key Terms 

The definitions of the key terms which are necessary to be defined are as 

follows: 

1. Erin Gruwell is the main character of this film.  

2. Social conflict is one of kinds of conflict that usually occurs in human’s life when 

people have interaction with others. Human’s life cannot be separated with 

conflict because every person has different idealism, thought, and feeling.  

3. The freedom Writer is the title of movie that is investigated in this study. 

4. Film is form of entertainment that makes a story by sound and a sequence of 

images. Films are produced by recording images with cameras or by creating 

images using animation techniques or special effects. 

 

 


